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Understanding 
Action Research

What Is Action Research?1

Unlike experimental research that looks for generalizable explanations related to 
a small number of variables, action research seeks to directly engage the complex 
dynamics of given social contexts in order to accomplish practical solutions to 
issues affecting people’s lives. Action research involves the use of analytic frame-
works and reflective processes to investigate real- life issues that have an impact 
on people’s lives and threaten their well- being. It is an approach to investigation 
that uses continuing cycles of observation, reflection, and action to reveal effective 
solutions to issues and problems experienced by people in their everyday lives 
or in times of crisis. In the process, action research provides the means by which 
people in schools, businesses, government, health and human services agencies, 
and community organizations may increase the effectiveness and efficiency of 
their work and community activities. Action research also seeks to build a body of 
knowledge that enhances professional and community practices and increases the 
well- being of the people involved.

As described in the opening sections of this book, the authors have engaged 
in exciting and fulfilling research projects that have made a significant difference 
to the lives of the people with whom they worked. While many smaller projects 
have had impressive outcomes, some have resulted in wide- ranging and long- 
term developments that became national in scope. The application of the prin-
ciples and practices we describe below has not only provided participants with 
immediate results from the action they have taken but also provided them with 
the capacity to continue to enhance and improve their occupational, organiza-
tional, and community lives. Years later, we still meet people who speak proudly 
of the accomplishments emerging from their action research. Frequently, they 
say that “it was life- changing,” “it empowered me personally,” “it changed my 
world view,” “it inspired me to work for social justice for my people,” or express 
themselves in many similar ways. One woman said of her participation in 
a program emerging from and sustained by action research processes: “it was 

1 A box at the end of each chapter provides a summary of the material presented therein.
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5Chapter 1 | Understanding action research

groundbreaking work; the best of all the work I’ve done in my life! It was incred-
ibly stimulating. It was a really exciting time. It was amazing. The bigger issue of 
social justice seemed to be what anchored everybody.. . . You were actually doing 
stuff that was about practical engagement that was delivering stuff back to the 
communities.”

The passion and commitment evident in these comments provided the energy 
and enthusiasm to continue to work through sometimes difficult issues and to 
develop the meaningful relationships that are the basis for truly effective work. 
Action research therefore is often professionally fulfilling at a deeply personal 
level, especially for those who seek to challenge continuing issues that threaten 
the well- being of people in current times. It is, we suggest, an essential approach 
to research in the current era, providing the means to conduct professional life in 
ways that serve the causes of liberation and social justice.

Professional and service occupations—teaching, social work, health care, 
psychology, youth work, and so on—thus have the potential to provide mean-
ingful and fulfilling work that is intrinsically rewarding. Increasingly, however, 
people in these sectors find their work to be more demanding and less satisfying as 
they struggle to balance growing demands on their energies from increasing work-
loads and time- consuming requirements of increased reporting. These pressures 
are exacerbated by tensions inherent in contemporary society, the complexity of 
people’s everyday social lives providing a fertile seedbed for a proliferating host 
of family, community, and institutional problems. Professional practitioners 
and agency workers are increasingly held accountable for solutions to issues 
that have their roots in the deeply complex interaction between the mandates of 
central authorities and the realities of people’s everyday social and professional 
lives: stress, unemployment, family breakdown, alienation, behavioral problems, 
violence, poverty, discrimination, conflict, and so forth. In the current context, 
for example, teachers are often held accountable for the poor performance of their 
students, politicians and education authorities blaming teacher practices for low 
test scores, when academic performance is far more affected by factors outside of 
the classroom and school.

Although adequately prepared to deal with the technical requirements of 
their daily work, practitioners often face recurrent crises outside the scope of their 
professional expertise. Teachers face children disturbed by conflict in their homes 
and communities, youth workers encounter resentful and alienated teenagers, 
health workers confront people apparently unconcerned about life- threatening 
lifestyles and social habits, and social and welfare workers are strained past their 
capacity to deal with the impossible caseloads spawned by increasing poverty 
and alienation. In the business world, the sometimes overwhelming corporate 
demands to reduce costs and increase profit limit the possibilities for workers to 
provide more effective service or durable goods.
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6 Section I | an Introduction to action research

Typical responses to these and other crises invariably involve the use of a 
teacher, social worker, youth worker, counselor, or similar service professional 
whose task it is to address the problem by applying some intervention at an 
individual or programmatic level. In many situations, however, these types 
of response have failed to diminish growing social problems that have multi-
plied faster than human and financial resources available to deal with them. 
Moreover, evidence suggests that centralized policies and programs generated 
by “experts” have limited success in resolving these problems. In education, 
for instance, billions of dollars invested over four decades in special programs 
and services has failed to close the gap in educational performance between 
mainstream and marginalized social groups (Cole, 2010; Sarason, 1990). More 
broadly, in recent decades wages for workers have stagnated, while the wealth 
of those in higher managerial classes has increased significantly (Piketty, 2014). 
Further, despite clear evidence of the catastrophic outcomes of human- induced 
climate change, governments have been largely unwilling or politically unable 
to take the strong steps necessary to diminish the continued reliance on heat- 
inducing fossil fuels (Apgar et al., 2019; Bradbury et al., 2019).

To effectively address these proliferating social problems, centralized policies 
and expert models need to be complemented by creative action of those closest to 
their sources—working people, service professionals, agency workers, students, 
clients, communities, and families who face the issues on a daily basis. The daily 
work of these “practitioners” provides many opportunities for them to acquire 
valuable insights into the social worlds in which they live and work by providing 
them with the means to formulate effective solutions to problems that permeate 
their lives.

Action research works on the assumption that those closest to the impact of 
the above issues are “experts” in understanding many of the realities of their own 
lives and should therefore be directly involved in addressing them. Where central-
ized policies, programs, and services consistently fail to provide answers to social 
problems, we suggest, service practitioners should engage the human potential of 
all people who contribute to the complex dynamics of the contexts in which these 
occur. Centralized programs that dictate specific actions, procedures, and inter-
ventions should be replaced by flexible responses and actions that are appropriate 
to particular places and social groups.

Action research processes suggest the need for people to change their vision 
of professional practitioners from directive technicians to creative inquirers. This 
new vision rejects the unthinking application of predetermined procedures across 
all settings and contexts and instead advocates the use of contextually relevant 
processes to modify and adapt practices according to the realities of the particular 
contexts in which they work. The pages that follow describe some of the ways in 
which professional and technical workers in agency, organization, and community 
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7Chapter 1 | Understanding action research

contexts can hone their investigative skills, engage in systematic approaches to 
inquiry, and formulate effective and sustainable solutions to deep- rooted prob-
lems that diminish the quality of their work. This volume presents an approach to 
inquiry that seeks not only to enrich professional, community, and business prac-
tices, but also to enhance the understanding of all people affected by the issues 
investigated.

As becomes evident in the following sections, action research is not merely 
a tool for applying standardized procedures to professional, organizational, 
or community settings, nor an occupation intended as the sole provenance of 
trained researchers. Neither is action research a superficial set of routines or fixed 
prescriptions that legitimate professional practices, but an approach to inquiry 
and investigating that provides a flexible set of procedures that are systematic, 
cyclical, solutions- oriented, and participatory, providing the means to devise 
sustainable improvements in practice that enhance the lives and well- being of  
all participants.

Action Research: Systematic and Adaptive Processes 
of Participative Inquiry

A primary purpose of action research is to provide people with the capacity 
to engage in a systematic inquiry and investigation to discover effective ways of 
resolving problems and issues experienced in their work or community lives. As 
becomes evident, however, practitioners are most effective when they do not work 
in isolation but engage in participative and collaborative relationships with people 
previously designated as subjects, clients, customers, or students. Action research 
works best, we assert, when all people affecting or affected by issue(s) of concern 
are included in the processes of inquiry. Practitioners, as research facilitators, 
assist those affected by the issue—stakeholders—in systematic explorations that, 
in very direct ways, enable them to resolve complex issues in their individual, 
group, community, or organizational lives.

Action research therefore is a collaborative approach to inquiry or investi-
gation that provides people with the means to take systematic action to generate 
the knowledge needed to resolve specific problems. It is not a panacea for all ills 
and does not resolve all problems but provides a means for people to more clearly 
understand their situations and to formulate effective solutions to problems they 
face. A basic action research routine provides a simple yet powerful framework—
Look–Think–Act (see Box 1.1 on p. 9)—that enables people to commence their 
inquiries in a straightforward manner and build greater detail into procedures as 
the complexity of issues increases. The terms in parentheses in Box 1.1 illustrate 
how the phases of the routine relate to traditional research practices.
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8 Section I | an Introduction to action research

Reflection 1.1: Ernie—Learning From 
Experience

As a young teacher, I had the rare experience of being 
transferred from the relative security of a suburban 
classroom to a primary school in a remote desert 
region of Western Australia. My task was to provide 
education for the children of the Aboriginal people 
who, at this time, still lived as they had for millennia, 
moving through the land in small family groups, 
hunting for their food, and sleeping in leaf shelters. 
On my first day in class, I was confronted by a wall 
of silence that effectively prevented any possibility of 
teaching. The children refused to respond verbally 
to any of my queries or comments, hanging their 
heads, averting their eyes, and sometimes responding 
so softly that I was unable to hear what they said. 
In these discomfiting circumstances, I was unable 
to work through any of the customary routines and 
activities that had constituted my professional reper-
toire in the city. Lessons were abbreviated, disjointed, 
and seemingly pointless, and my professional pride 
took a distinct jolt as an ineffective reading lesson 
followed an inarticulate math period, preceding the 
monotony of my singular voice through social studies.

The silence of the children in the classroom was in 
marked contrast to their happy chatter as we walked 
through the surrounding bush that afternoon, my 
failing spirits leading me to present an impromptu 
natural science “lesson.” In this and following lessons, 
the children taught me a great deal about the living 
bushland that was their natural home—the small 
animals and birds that, though unseen by my city- 
bred eyes, were everywhere; the plants, fruits, roots, 
and berries that were edible; the places where water 
could be found (a precious commodity in this desert 

environment); and how to survive when the weather 
was very hot. My “teachers” were a mine of informa-
tion, and they reveled in the opportunities to demon-
strate to me their knowledge about the environment 
and their skill in being able to move so easily in what I 
saw as a hostile setting. I discovered that I was able to 
make use of this knowledge and interest in the class-
room, fashioning a range of learning activities related 
to literacy, mathematics, social science, and natural 
science.

In small ways I was thus able to accommodate my 
approach to teaching in this unique educational envi-
ronment, but the experience endowed me with an 
understanding that the regular routines of teaching 
were unsuited to my current circumstances. All the 
taken- for- granted assumptions of my professional life 
rang hollow as I struggled to understand the nature 
of the problems that confronted me and to formu-
late appropriate educational experiences for this 
vibrant, independent, and sometimes fractious group 
of students. Texts, curricula, teaching materials, 
learning activities, classroom organization, speech, 
interactional styles, and all other facets of classroom 
life became subjects of inquiry and investigation as 
I sought to resolve the constant stream of issues and 
problems that emerged in this environment. To be an 
effective teacher, I discovered that it was necessary to 
modify and adapt my regular professional routines 
and practices to fit the lives of the children.

The legacy of that experience has remained with 
me. Although I have long since left school classrooms 
behind, the lessons I learned there still pervade all 

Continued
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9Chapter 1 | Understanding action research

Reflection 1.1: Ernie—Learning From 
Experience (Continued)

my work. I engage all professional, organizational, 
and community contexts with a deep sense of my need 
to explore and understand the situation. An attitude 
of inquiry enables me to engage, examine, explore, 
formulate answers, and devise responses to deal more 
effectively with each context I engage—and the diverse 
experiences and perspectives of the people within it.

In these situations, I now cast myself as a research 
facilitator, working with and supporting people to 

engage in a systematic investigation that leads to 
clarity and understanding for us all and to provide a 
basis for effective action. In many places in the United 
States, Canada, Australia, East Timor, and Singapore, 
I use techniques and procedures that have been fruit-
fully applied to the day- to- day work of people in agen-
cies, organizations, and community settings. I am now 
a practitioner–researcher.

Box 1.1 A Basic Action Research Routine in Relation 
to a Specified Issue or Problem

Look

 � Observe what is going on (Observe).

 � Gather relevant information (Gather data).

 � Describe the situation (Define and describe).

Think

 � Explore and analyze: What is happening here? 
(Analyze).

 � Interpret and explain: How or why are things 
as they are? (Theorize).

Act

 � Define a course of action based on analysis 
and interpretation (Plan).

 � Implement the plan (Implement).

 � Assess the effectiveness of actions taken 
(Evaluate).

The Look–Think–Act routine is but one of a number of ways in which action 
research is envisaged. For example, Hendricks (2016) presents as similar model to 
our own based on continuing movements through a reflect, act, evaluate routine. 
Kemmis and McTaggart (2014) present action research as a spiral of activity: plan, 
act, observe, reflect. Calhoun (1993), in a similar vein, suggests cycles based 
on steps commencing with selection of area of study, followed by collection of 
data, organization of data, analysis and interpretation of data, and finally “taking 
action.” Models by Wells (1994), Coghlan (2019), and Mills (2017) provide similar 
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10 Section I | an Introduction to action research

Figure 1.1  action research Interacting Spiral

processes that include observation, interpretation, planning, and action, each 
having feedback loops at each step.

Different formulations of action research reflect the diverse ways in which 
the same set of activities may be described, although the processes they delineate 
are similar. There are, after all, many ways of cutting a cake. What is important 
to note for practitioners is that you are already “acting” in your day- to- day work. 
All models of action research provide some form of “looking” and “thinking,” 
suggesting the need for practitioners and other participants to more consciously 
question what is often taken for granted—the “normal” way things “are supposed” 
to happen. Throughout this book we will focus particularly on how practitioners 
can more consciously add more “looking” and “thinking” to their “acting” to 
become more effective practitioner- researchers.

Although the Look–Think–Act routine is presented in a linear format in 
sections of this book, it should be considered as a continually recycling set of 
activities. As participants work through each of the major stages, they explore 
the details of their activities through a constant process of observation, reflection, 
and action. At the completion of each set of activities, they review (look again), 
reflect (reanalyze), and re- act (modify their actions). These cycles can some-
times be framed as phases of a research process so that planning, implementing, 
and evaluating, for instance, can be seen as cycles of a project (see Figure 1.1). 
As experience shows, action research is not a neat, orderly activity that allows 
participants to proceed step by step to the end of the process. People will find 
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11Chapter 1 | Understanding action research

 Reflection 1.2: Ernie—Outcomes of Action 
Research

A colleague approached me after listening to my 
report on one of the action research projects in which 
I had been involved. “You know,” she said, “the differ-
ence with your work is that you expect something to 
actually happen as a result of your research activi-
ties.” Her experience of research, common to much 
university research, is that a project is complete when 

the report has been written, with no other actions 
contemplated other than a publication in a research 
journal. Action research projects, however, engage 
participants in ongoing actions to resolve the problem 
or issue that was the focus of the research.

themselves working backward through the routines, repeating processes, revising 
procedures, rethinking interpretations, leapfrogging steps or stages, and some-
times making radical changes in direction. Because new actions are based on 
learning that occurs at each step of the way, action research often is not a linear 
process (Burns, Harvey, & Ortiz Aragón, 2012; Ortiz Aragón, 2012; Pettit, 2012; 
Scharmer, Pomeroy, & Käufer, 2021). The steps and cycles of an action research 
process, however, provide a compass or map that assists participants to track their 
progress, wherever and however they proceed.

Action research, however, is not merely a technical routine. As will become 
evident, the procedures presented are designed to take into account the social, 
cultural, interactional, and emotional factors that affect all human activity. “The 
medium is the message!” As will become evident throughout the book, the implicit 
values and underlying assumptions embedded in action research use a set of 
guiding principles that can facilitate a democratic, liberating, and life- enhancing 
approach to research.

Making a Difference: Practical, Solutions-Oriented 
Inquiry

Ernie’s colleague’s statement in Reflection 1.2 characterizes, for us, one of 
the significant differences between action research and traditional research. 
 Traditionally, research projects are complete when a report has been written 
and recommendations presented to the contracting agency or published in an 
academic journal. An action research project can also have these organizational 
or academic outputs that provide the basis for developing rich theory and infor-
mative knowledge, but its primary purpose is to enable research participants to 
achieve practical solutions to significant problems (Bradbury, 2015a; Bradbury, 
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12 Section I | an Introduction to action research

Glenzer, et al., 2019; Bradbury, Waddell, et al., 2019; Coghlan, 2019). If an action 
research project does not make a difference, in a specific way, for practitioners 
and other stakeholders, then it has failed to achieve its objective. The analogue 
of hypothesis testing in action research is some form of change or development 
tested by its ability to move toward the resolution of the problem under investi-
gation. In the words of Kemmis and McTaggart (2005), success in action research 
can be seen when participants “have a strong and authentic sense of development 
and evolution in their practices, their understandings of their practices, and the 
situations in which they practice.”

Action research has been employed successfully in many settings—schools, 
hospitals, health clinics, community agencies, government departments, rural 
communities, urban and suburban organizations, churches, youth clubs, ethnic 
groups, extension services, and many other situations. Factory workers, agency 
staff, school students, youth groups, young mothers, senior citizens, economi-
cally poor people, unemployed people, community groups, people with disabil-
ities or illness, and so on have participated in action research studies to resolve 
issues that have impacted on their work, education, personal or community lives. 
Service professionals—social workers, community workers, teachers, nurses, 
doctors, managers and administrators, urban and community planners, and 
agency workers in a wide range of social contexts—likewise apply action research 
processes in the conduct of their everyday work.

People at all levels, therefore, may engage in action research projects for a 
variety of purposes. Health professionals, for example, may wish to investigate 
and remediate poor health conditions or practices (e.g., smoking, drinking, low 
birth weight, or inappropriate medication) within a particular community group 
to develop appropriate remedial strategies. Teachers may investigate strategies for 
dealing with low student achievement levels, poor attendance, student disinterest, 
or disruptive behavior. School principals may formulate programs for increasing 
community participation in their schools. Welfare workers may seek to act on the 
prevalence of child abuse or neglect among client groups. Community workers 
may wish to develop programs and projects to deal with the problems of neigh-
borhood youth. Those involved in business may use action research procedures 
to improve organizational efficiency or effectiveness or to work more effectively 
with client groups. All will benefit from the use of procedures that enable them to 
explore systematically the conditions that operate in their specific contexts and 
that help them develop practical actions for dealing effectively with the problems 
that confront them.

Figure  1.2 indicates a wide array of situations in which action research 
processes can be used to more clearly understand sometimes complex issues and 
reveal practical steps that enable people to move toward their resolution.
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13Chapter 1 | Understanding action research

Figure 1.2  applications of action research in Different professions
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Who Does Action Research, and  
Why Do They Do It? Stories From  
the Field

The following accounts provide but a few examples of the many ways in which 
action research provides the means for people to work collaboratively to solve 
significant problems in their work, education, or community life. Each is distinc-
tive in its own way but describes how systematic, participatory processes of 
investigation enabled participants to achieve outcomes that resolved significant 
problems in the social environment in which they were placed.
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14 Section I | an Introduction to action research

Education2

 A teacher in an eighth- grade language arts class engaged the students in a voluntary 
research project concerning a school issue. In doing so she wished to cover a range of 
skills relevant to the state- mandated curriculum. A preliminary discussion with a group 
of girls identified sexual harassment as the number one issue facing them at school on a 
daily basis. It was a pervasive fact of life that was played out in classrooms, locker rooms, 
hallways, the cafeteria, and school buses, with one girl indicating that “nowhere is safe  
at school.”

 In following sessions the girls extended their understanding of their experience of sexual 
harassment, detailing ways and places that it happened and describing particular inci-
dents that illustrated their concerns. They also reviewed literature from magazines and 
other sources, discovering that it was a widespread issue across the nation. The group 
wrote letters to their parents, asking their permission to participate, and to the school 
administration, explaining the nature of their study.

 The group investigations, in which each of them and other students and adults were inter-
viewed individually, revealed the many ways harassment had occurred, including some 
incidents that were quite shocking to them all. Conversations with the school counselor 
indicated he dealt with issues of sexual harassment on a daily basis and was concerned 
that lack of student awareness of what constituted sexual harassment led many to  
feel confused.

 At the end of the year the girls decided to write a performance piece titled “Speaking 
Out,” based on the key elements emerging from their investigations, to bring the issue 
to the attention of students and teachers. The script included information about ways 
to protect oneself when harassed and how to contact help when needed. They also 
constructed a triptych, a three- paneled piece where students could write down their ideas 
after the performance. They also wrote an article for the school newsletter that went to 
all students and their parents, checking with the school administration that it was OK to 
do this.

 When “Speaking Out” was performed at the school’s Student Forum, there was a 
standing ovation, and the three panels of the triptych were covered with statements of 
strengths and affirmation. In the following months, the School Police Officer reported 
that sexual harassment complaints had fallen from four to five per week to one every two 
weeks, a testimony to the power of the action research in which the teacher and the girls  
had been involved.

Business/Health
 Barbara Horner, an experienced health professional, engaged the Senior Management 
Team (SMT) of an aged care community as partners in an action research project that 

2 A full description of this project may be found in Stringer (2007).
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15Chapter 1 | Understanding action research

would assist their plans for redevelopment of the facility. Over a period of 2 years the 
outcomes of her research were integrated into the SMT’s plan for the changes required 
to take account of changing circumstances of aged care funding. A particular concern 
of the SMT was that the need for changes to their operations resulting largely from 
financial concerns should not negatively impact on the well- being or quality of life  
of residents.

 The study included two cycles of an action research process based largely on qualita-
tive methods—participatory observation and semistructured interviews—as well as 
additional data from two quality of service surveys for residents and a staff satisfaction 
survey. One of the major purposes of the action research process was to communicate and 
explain the processes of change to residents and to monitor and manage the impact of 
changes on their well- being.

 An initial review of literature related to the social and organizational dynamics of aged 
care revealed many issues to be addressed by the SMT as they planned the changes to 
their organization. This was complemented by a review of relevant documents and 
records that provided further information related to the operation of the facility. This 
assisted the research team to clarify the broader arena of aged care and the key issues to 
be taken into consideration as they moved forward. At this stage the research facilitator 
also attended meetings of the SMT, gaining an understanding of the facility’s history, 
current situation and its challenges, issues and aspirations. In addition a period of recon-
naissance also enabled the research facilitator to develop positive relationships with other 
staff and with residents.

 In order to understand how residents were feeling about the impending changes, the 
facilitator engaged in interviews with a sample of residents from the low- and high- care 
centers and the independent living units. These interviews provided guidance for the 
development of a survey that explored issues related to administration services; village 
services such as assistance, security, and maintenance; and contracted services such as 
medical, podiatry, pharmacy, and hairdressing. Other questions sought to determine 
the levels of satisfaction with lifestyle services and facilities and with dissemination of 
information.

 The study proved a great success, providing a continuing body of information that 
assisted the SMT to take into account a wide range of issues emerging from the study. 
These not only provided a resource for this facility but also suggested actions that might 
benefit other institutions and facilities affected by changing policies and circumstances of 
aged care. The positive impact of the study was also demonstrated by the formation of a 
Resident’s Advisory Council that maintained an ongoing forum for residents to interact 
with the facility’s management.

Economic Development
 Jeremy Prince worked with a group of Pacific Island villagers who were concerned about 
the ongoing depletion of fish stocks that threatened their livelihoods. He first listened 
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16 Section I | an Introduction to action research

to their stories that told of times when there were plenty of fish, including those highly 
valued that were now in exceedingly short supply. He continued to gather information 
from them about their current fishing habits and discovered that where as the villagers 
had previously fished mainly for larger fish that at one time were highly valued, they now 
talked of smaller fish as being more available and “sweeter.”

 With their help, he then started collecting data about the results of their fishing, the anal-
ysis revealing that the smaller fish making the major part of their catch were caught 
before they reached reproductive age. When this analysis emerged, it became easy for 
the villagers to understand that soon there would be no fish to catch. They then developed 
a plan to limit the size that fishermen could catch and the season when they could be 
caught.

 This project became so successful that Jeremy was asked to extend his work to other 
villages and islands, working with each group to provide them with the methods of gath-
ering and analyzing data related to their fishing activities.

Social Work
 Youth crime became a major concern in Graceville, where police, social workers, school 
authorities, parents, and the courts were frustrated at continued occurrences of burglary, 
petty theft, vandalism, and drug and alcohol abuse, especially among young males. 
Casework interventions by social workers and continuing punitive measures by the 
courts failed to stem the tide of offenses that threatened family and community life. The 
situation was exacerbated by unemployment emerging from the economic downturn that 
had affected the city and by alcohol and drug abuse and violence that was common in the 
homes of offenders.

 The continuing cycle of juvenile offenses created problems between agencies in the town, 
with police, welfare agency workers, schools, and parents criticizing each other and 
local parents for failure to curb the actions of youth. After abortive attempts to deal with 
the situation through casework and more punitive means, including placing offenders in 
care of the state, a coalition of workers from the city’s human services agencies met to 
develop a plan of action for dealing more effectively with a situation that had reached 
crisis point.

 Participants in the first meeting focused on a number of areas in which they thought 
they could take action. Their initial investigations revealed useful family networks in 
the community, including aunts, uncles, grandparents, siblings, and cousins of repeat 
offenders. Meetings with family groups of each offender built a picture of the situation, 
analyzing the problematics of their situation and exploring possibilities for action. Both 
agency workers and family members gained a clear picture of the situation and an 
understanding of the immediate and long- term harm likely to arise from its continuation. 
They were also able to devise actions at the family level that began to alleviate the issues 
with which offenders were faced.
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17Chapter 1 | Understanding action research

 The monthly interagency meetings then broadened their activities to include community 
leaders in an effort to extend their understanding of the broader issues impacting on 
community life and to identify the assets of skills and experience within the community. 
Using these assets, the group commenced an expanding series of activities that included 
regular social events and functions, a program that provides leisure time activities for 
young people that improved problem- solving skills, enhancing self- confidence and 
acquiring practical life skills.

 The outcome of these activities has seen many young people engaging in positive activ-
ities and the development of a community spirit in the sections of town where they 
operated. They also enable people to come together to develop their capacity to deal 
with issues in an ongoing way. A further outcome has been for agency workers, police, 
health professionals, teachers, and others to increase their understanding of the place 
and the people in the city and to develop a greater awareness of the need to work 
collaboratively and holistically to create positive and healthy changes for the young 
people involved.

The literature is replete with many other examples of the different ways and 
contexts in which action research has been applied. A limited list includes three 
editions of the Sage Handbook of Action Research (Bradbury, 2015b; Reason & Brad-
bury, 2001, 2008), the Wiley Handbook of Action Research (Mertler, 2019), The Sage 
Encyclopedia of Action Research (Coghlan & Brydon- Miller, 2014), the action research 
“cookbooks” (Bradbury et al., 2017; Bradbury, Gerónimo, & Castillo, 2019), and 
many of the sources referenced in this text. Useful additions to this list may be 
found in the website associated with this text: https://www.actionresearch5.com/

Philosophical Foundations of Action Research

In the preceding sections of this chapter, we have described the general quali-
ties and characteristics of action research, a simple set of procedures that guide 
the processes of inquiry, and a range of contexts where it can be usefully and 
effectively applied. This section speaks to three central principles that distinguish 
action research from other approaches to inquiry, suggesting how practitioners 
and other research participants might more systematically acquire knowledge that 
will better inform their actions. The three central principles are learning through 
(and for) action, acting informed by learning, and participation by those who 
know—that is, those with intimate knowledge of the context.

Learning Through Action

The primary purpose of action research is to commence with an attitude of 
inquiry, to collaboratively construct a preliminary understanding of the issues 
involved and then to instigate actions that further enhance participant insights 
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18 Section I | an Introduction to action research

into the issues investigated. Continuing cycles of the Look–Think–Act routine 
provide the basis for a rich and more thorough understanding of the sometimes 
complex dynamics of the situation. The actions emerging within the research 
process provide the primary source of knowledge that fuels the main purposes 
of action research. Thinking, reflecting, and analysis alone will not provide the 
means to achieve the ultimate ends of an action research process.

Two ideas underlie this principle: First, when we try to affect, improve, or 
change something, the “real world” responds in ways that enable us to learn about 
the context and the people concerned. This idea is at the very heart of the oft- cited 
idea from Kurt Lewin (1948) that if you want truly to understand something, try to 
change it. Taking action generates knowledge in a dynamic manner and is there-
fore a powerful research method! Second, with action research the very purpose 
of research is to develop a better understanding of the issues we investigate and to 
utilize that knowledge in pursuit of worthwhile practical purposes. The example 
in Reflection 1.3 illustrates how small actions taken in learning processes might 
be used to support further actions.

The novelty of this first principle of learning through action may be slightly 
more geared toward academics and researchers, many of whom have been trained 
to observe the world in very prescribed ways. Traditionally, academic research 
was based on experimental processes in which researchers deliberately excluded 
themselves from participation in research processes. For many purposes, this 
is still a necessary aspect of experimental research. The researcher’s role is to 
passively observe and analyze the processes and outcomes of their investigations. 
While action researchers believe we too can learn a lot by reading and by observing 
things, we believe we can learn even more by trying to change or improve them. 
Action researchers take quite a different stance, which might be characterized as 
“Don't limit yourself to traditional passive ways of learning. Take action—you can learn 
much more if you get engaged!”

Learning through action—by trying to change or improve things—reveals 
complex dynamics about everyday social life and highlights the fact that the 
purpose of learning (and of generating knowledge) is to provide better under-
standing of a situation to enable people to take appropriate and effective action to 
resolve their issues and problems.

Acting Informed by Learning

This second principle speaks to the importance of reflection in developing 
deep- seated insights that better inform our actions. This is about using the 
processes of investigation to derive understandings that enable more informed 
decisions as practitioners. This principle is particularly relevant to practitioners—
that is, people in the field, such as nurses, teachers, engineers, law enforcement 
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19Chapter 1 | Understanding action research

 Reflection 1.3: Alfredo—From Reflection to 
Action

 Recently I was speaking to a friend who is a professor 
at a local community college. She told me that she 
was trying to get students in her psychology courses 
to understand the roles elderly people play in society, 
and why it is problematic that some people get 
“assigned away” to homes or other very reduced areas 
of public and social life once they reach a certain age. 
She wanted students to see how elderly people could 
continue to play important roles in society and remain 
a bigger part of our everyday interactions.

 We quickly brainstormed how an action research 
approach might help her students better understand 
the realities of elderly people. We started by clarifying 
how a traditional university approach might include 
reading textbooks and other literature on the role of 
older people in different societies, including the United 
States. We could break the analysis down by regions 
where there are significant cultural differences. We 
could also include out- of- class research activities such 
as interviewing elderly people and those who engage 
with or work with elderly, including family members 
and workers in assisted living facilities. We thought 
those interviews were likely to yield helpful insights 
into the realities faced by elderly people, which would 
complement the readings.

 Importantly, my friend wanted her students—most 
of whom are at an age where they are particularly 
unaware of realities elderly people face—to not only 
learn and become more aware but eventually engage 
differently with elderly people in the future. In other 
words, she is not content with them only increasing 

their understanding but for new understanding to 
lead to new behaviors—action.

 We thought about different ways action- oriented 
activities could help students learn about reali-
ties elderly people face. For example, helping them 
shop for their groceries at a store, taking them to a 
doctor’s appointment, or participating in organized 
social activities with them. In doing active things with 
elderly people—becoming part of their regular lives, 
seeing the things that they enjoy, and experiencing 
the things they struggle with—students would learn 
a lot more about their situation than by just reading  
about it.

 Part of the problem my friend wished to address was 
the social isolation and marginalization of a group of 
people who are often relegated to remain within their 
own social group and have little use in other spaces. 
The actions the students would take to learn about 
the situation would also help improve the situation, 
because by engaging with elderly people they would 
start to break down barriers through their action. 
Through acts of volunteering in ways that help elderly 
people, they would generate insights about their lived 
experiences, what works and what doesn't, and what 
potential exists for improvement. They would under-
stand the realities elderly people face in ways not 
possible through readings and discussions alone, and 
their activities would not only generate greater under-
standing but also help improve the situation through 
meaningful interactions with elderly people over a 
period of time.
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20 Section I | an Introduction to action research

 Reflection 1.4: Alfredo—Reflective Practice

As a practitioner,  I experienced a “lack of learning 
culture” working for many years in nonprofit manage-
ment in the international development sector, where 
we often repeated the same ways of working year 
after year, largely because we were always in “doing” 
mode and had no systematic way of generating deep 
insights into our practice. For example, we continued 
to use methodologies based on somewhat outdated 
management’s “best practices” for many years. Today 
I see the need to take time to reflect on my work, and 

my message to practitioners is this: “You could be a 
little bit more reflective in the way you do your work. 
Don't remain in ‘doing’ mode all day long. Carve 
out time, even half an hour, to just think about what 
you're doing, what is and isn’t working, and why. 
Share your insights with others. If you were to be a 
little more reflective, document a little bit more, share 
what you're learning, re- plan, and do it again, you 
could really leverage knowledge for your practice in 
powerful ways that other people aren't doing.”

officers, social workers, and so on, whose main job is to get things done for or with 
a specific group of people. They are usually prepared with relevant knowledge in 
their field through formal or informal training, and they may apply frameworks 
of ideas from their respective professions. Unlike academic researchers, however, 
their main job is not to generate knowledge, to develop theory, or to publish 
results of research but to engage in forms of inquiry that enable them to resolve the 
complex issues they sometimes face. In their day- to- day work, professional practi-
tioners are always taking action, learning as they go and making improvements to 
what they do.

It is our contention that if practitioners are able to pay a little more attention 
to how things are actually happening, they can be more effective in their work. By 
more consciously taking an attitude of inquiry (Marshall & Reason, 2007), they can 
engage their day- to- day work more thoughtfully and achieve better outcomes. We 
can all become more effective practitioners if we more consciously learn from the experi-
ence we gain through the actions we take.

Collaborating in Participative Research Processes

The third action research principle acknowledges that the people who are 
actively engaged in the on- the- ground challenges of any social context have 
deep levels of understanding about their own situation and might therefore be 
seen as “experts” and should therefore be directly involved in addressing those 
challenges. A fundamental premise of action research is that it commences with 
an interest in the problems of a group, a community, or an organization. Its 
purpose is to assist all people affected by a particular issue to build a greater 
understanding of their situation that enables them to resolve significant issues 
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21Chapter 1 | Understanding action research

 Reflection 1.5: Ernie—Collaborative 
Approaches to Learning

 A colleague of mine once had the task of presenting 
training programs on alcohol and drug abuse. Most 
of the participants were enrolled under court order, 
as part of their sentences for drug- or alcohol- related 
offenses. The program, which included information 
about the physical and psychological effects of alcohol 
and other drugs, was presented to an audience that 
was, from my colleague’s accounts, almost completely 
unreceptive. “You could tell that they didn’t want to be 
there and that they wouldn’t believe anything I said to 
them anyway,” he commented. “It was a real waste.”

 I previously had been involved in a workshop given 
by a senior academic to a community group that 
had requested a program that would help them 
better understand the devastating effects of alcohol 

consumption. The workshop included exploration of a 
complex three- factor model of drinking behavior that 
taxed my intellectual capabilities and required consid-
erable concentration on the part of the other partic-
ipants. As the workshop progressed, they pointed 
out that the model was inadequate relative to some 
of the realities of their community life and suggested 
modifications that would improve it. All participants 
worked energetically throughout the afternoon, to 
the extent that the facilitator commented that he was 
able to cover more ground in that afternoon than he 
could in 3 weeks of coursework with his postgraduate 
students. The energy, involvement, and motivation 
of the participants reflected their orientation to the 
processes of the workshop. It made sense from their 
perspective and spoke to issues that concerned them.

or problems they experience. Put another way, action research provides a model 
for enacting local, action- oriented approaches to inquiry, applying small- scale 
theorizing to specific problems in specific situations (Denzin & Lincoln, 2017). 
Action research therefore envisages a collaborative approach to investigation 
that engages those previously called “subjects” as equal and full participants in 
the research process.

Action research is always enacted in accordance with an explicit set of social 
values that have the following characteristics:

 � It is democratic, enabling the participation of all people.

 � It is equitable, acknowledging people’s equality of worth.

 � It is liberating, providing freedom from oppressive, debilitating 
conditions.

 � It is life enhancing, enabling the expression of people’s full human 
potential.
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22 Section I | an Introduction to action research

Action research works on the assumption, therefore, that all stakeholders—
those whose lives are affected by the problem under study—should be engaged in 
the processes of investigation. This may include children and other groups who 
are often overlooked as participants, even as their interests and knowledge are 
central to the process (see Lit Corner 1.1). Stakeholders participate in a process 
of rigorous inquiry, acquiring information (collecting data) and reflecting on that 
information (analyzing) to transform their understanding about the nature of the 
problem under investigation (theorizing). This new set of understandings is then 
applied to plans for resolution of the problem (action), which, in turn, provides the 
context for testing hypotheses derived from group theorizing (evaluation).

Collaborative exploration assists research participants to develop increasingly 
sophisticated understandings of the problems and issues that confront them. In 
reflecting on their situation together, they can repudiate social myths, misconcep-
tions, and misrepresentations and formulate more constructive analyses of their 
situation. By sharing their diverse knowledge and experience—expert, profes-
sional, and lay—stakeholders can create solutions to their problems and, in the 
process, improve the quality of their community life.

To the extent that people can participate in the process of exploring the nature 
and context of the problems that concern them, they have the opportunity to 
develop immediate and deeply relevant understandings of their situation and to be 
involved actively in the process of dealing with those problems. The task in these 
circumstances is to provide a climate that gives people the sense that they are in 
control of their own lives and that supports them as they take systematic action to 
improve their circumstances.

Participation is most effective when it

 � enables significant levels of active involvement,

 � enables people to perform significant tasks,

 � provides support for people as they learn to act for themselves,

 � encourages plans and activities that people are able to accomplish 
themselves,

 � deals personally with people rather than with their representatives or 
agents.

It is important to note that the very quality of knowledge that is gained through 
action or through traditional research methods largely depends on the sources 
of that knowledge. Whose knowledge is included? By having clients, students, 
colleagues, and other stakeholders involved as participants and  co- researchers, 
action research processes can widen access to their knowledge and increase 
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23    Chapter 1 | Understanding action research    

   Lit Corner 1.1: Children as Key Knowledge Holders in 
Developing Play Areas for Their Own Benefit

 Nah and Lee (2016) were seeking to generate 
tangible benefi ts in children’s learning by 
inviting their participation in the development 
of outdoor play areas in a childcare center in a 
city in South Korea. The action research project 
involved the two researchers, a teacher, and her 
25 students who ranged in age from 5 to 6 years. 
The researchers worked with the teacher and her 
students to improve an outdoor play area during 
a 9 month project designed to respond to their 
expressed needs for better outdoor play opportu-
nities. Children participated in planning through 
weekly classroom activities in which they shared 
ideas about how to organize and manage future 
classroom activities (to develop a more demo-
cratic classroom environment), visited nearby 
playgrounds, and watched videos of playgrounds 
in other countries. Photos taken of and by the 
children, as well as interviews and refl ective 
writing, contributed to discussions and to chil-
dren creating and trying out various ideas, such 
as a mini golf course, in their play area. Chil-
dren also selected some of the data generation 
methods, such as photographs taken by them, 
while the educator facilitated ongoing refl ection 
in various ways, including by role- playing a jour-
nalist when she interviewed her students as they 
examined their photographs. These and other 
actions yielded multiple data sources, which were 
analyzed by the researchers using a grounded 

theory open- coding approach. “The project was 
therefore open- ended, essentially representing 
the product of continuous collaboration among 
the educator, the children, and the researchers, 
with a particular focus on the refl ections of 
the children’s perspectives” (Nah & Lee, 2016,  
 p. 339). 

 The action research process showed that child- 
centered methods allowed young children to 
express their opinions and participate in deci-
sions in ways that led them to become more 
assertive as learners, which also created disrup-
tions to traditionally held views of power among 
various actors in the childcare center’s commu-
nity. The use of child- centered methods allowed 
the young students to become not only knowl-
edgeable participants but also co- creators of their 
environments. This led to a profound change 
in the teacher’s perception of her students as 
“teachers got to examine their deep beliefs about 
who has, and should have, voice, which leads to a 
deeper inquiry about children’s rights and capac-
ities. In turn, the teachers begin to enact different 
practices than those they have been conditioned 
with from birth and through their own educa-
tion” ( Bradbury, Lewis, & Embury , 2019, p. 8). 
The process also created a move toward more 
wide scale nature- based learning in the teacher’s 
pedagogical approach. 

their ownership of the change processes in which we engage. Participation by 
those  with local knowledge  is the key ingredient to effective understanding and 
sustained improvement.    
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 Reflection 1.6: Ernie—Empowering 
Participation

 The ability of ordinary people to engage in complex 
organizational work usually deemed the province of 
professionals has been demonstrated many times. 
One of the most striking examples I have seen was 
a community school set up by an Aboriginal group 
in a remote region of Australia. Weary of sending 
their young children 150 miles away to the nearest 
town for schooling, members of the community asked 
a young teacher to assist them in developing their 
own school. Untrained for this specialized task, she 
nevertheless worked with members of the community 
for some months to build the school from the ground 
up. Together, they formulated the curriculum and 
timetable, acquired teaching materials and equip-
ment, secured funding, learned how to satisfy legal 
and bureaucratic requirements, and built a large, 
grass- covered hut for a school building. When this 
small school commenced operation, all classes were 
taught in one room, with community members helping 
to teach academic subjects, art, music, and language. 
The cultural style of the classroom was distinctively 
Aboriginal, with children happily and busily inter-
acting in small groups, their work supervised by 

community members and the non- Aboriginal teacher. 
It was the most successful Aboriginal school I have 
seen in regard to the enthusiasm and engagement of 
the children and the sense of energy and excitement 
that typified the school’s operation. Most striking, 
however, was the sense that community members 
considered it to be their school and the degree to which 
they continued, through an extended period, to invest 
their meager financial resources and considerable 
time and energy in its operation.

 Since I saw that school in operation, I have come 
across many other contexts, including those in the 
United States, where teachers collaborated with their 
students, parent groups, and colleagues to make 
deep- seated changes in their schools and classrooms. 
I have seen striking work in an urban classroom, a 
successful school comprised largely of Hispanic high- 
school dropouts, and transformative processes enacted 
by a neighborhood group in an elementary school in 
a poor, largely Hispanic community. What I initially 
saw in rural and remote Australian contexts seems to 
have applications in many diverse contexts.

The payoffs for this approach to research are potentially enormous. Not only 
do research participants acquire the individual capacity to engage in systematic 
research that they can apply to other issues in other contexts, but they also build 
a supportive network of collaborative relationships that provides them with an 
ongoing resource. Solutions that emerge from the research process therefore 
become more sustainable, enabling people to maintain the momentum of their 
activity over extended periods of time. Links established in one project may 
provide access to information and support that build the power of the people in 
many different ways.
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25Chapter 1 | Understanding action research

Participation is not only about expanding our knowledge but also about being 
more realistic about who can actually change things and who can't. It's about recog-
nizing that people need to want to change their own situation for it to change and 
that we have very limited abilities as individuals. We need to connect knowledge, 
experience, and effort—to generate positive change and deeper understanding. 
Although this flies in the face of individualistic ways of thinking about research 
and professional practice, participation by those who have extended experience 
and understanding of the settings and issues investigated is an ethical, practical, 
and strategic imperative in action research (Ortiz Aragón & Hoetmer, 2020).

Principles of Practice

The three central principles presented previously provide the basic philosoph-
ical foundation for effective action research. Each, however, requires translation 
into the processes and practices whereby we are able to achieve the practical and 
ethical improvements that are the desired outcomes of our research activities. This 
section reveals principles of practice designed for these purposes.

Relationships

This is perhaps the most important principle of practice. The type, nature, 
and quality of relationships developed in an action research project have direct 
impacts on the quality of people’s experience and, through that, the quality of 
outcomes of the process. Action research has a primary interest, therefore, in 
establishing and maintaining positive working relationships.

Relationships in action research should

 � promote feelings of equality for all people involved,

 � maintain harmony, when possible,

 � engage conflicts openly and dialogically in ways that broaden 
perspectives and increase empathy,

 � accept people as they are, not as some people think they ought to be,

 � encourage personal, cooperative relationships, rather than impersonal, 
competitive, conflictual, or authoritarian relationships,

 � be sensitive to people’s feelings.

Key concepts: equality, harmony, acceptance, cooperation, sensitivity
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 Reflection 1.7: Ernie—Engaging People’s 
Potential

 There are many examples of the way this can operate. 
I’ve seen highly effective classrooms where teachers 
organized students into collaborative work groups to 
investigate ways to clearly define their learning goals 
and formulate strategies to accomplish them. I’ve 
seen community nurses engage people with chronic 
health conditions to assist them in establishing ways 
to live more comfortably and deal effectively with 
issues confronting them in their day- to- day lives. 
I’ve seen youth workers accomplish wonderfully 
effective programs for marginalized youth that have 
transformed the communities in which they lived. At 
the heart of all these activities has been a process of 
discovery involving the people themselves—clients, 
students, local youth groups, and so on. In each 
case the people acquired the capacity to become self- 
directed and self- sufficient, acquiring a supportive 
group of peers who could assist them and support 
them as they engaged the tasks before them.

 The effect on the people themselves often has been quite 
dramatic. At the completion of one action research 
project, I asked the women in the participating neigh-
borhood group about their experience. One burst out 
excitedly, “It was such an empowering experience!” As 
they explored this comment further, it was clear that the 
women had really appreciated that people had listened 
seriously to their viewpoints, that they had learned 
so much, and that they had been actively involved in 
the research. Originally this project was to have been 
carried out by research consultants, but with assistance 
from a local university professor, the members of the 
neighborhood group had engaged in a “survey” of parent 
and teacher perspectives on a school issue. The result 

not only provided the basis for ongoing developments 
within the school but provided members of the neigh-
borhood group with the capacity and desire to apply 
their newfound knowledge to a project in a local high 
school, where they opened a community- based student 
support center. This was clearly a case where partici-
pants had built their capacity to engage in research as 
well as increased the capability of the school to engage in 
much- needed changes to procedures for communicating 
with parents.

 In my professional life, I have often seen programs 
that isolate people from their families or communities. 
I have seen services that demean the recipients and 
organizations and agencies that operate according to 
rules and regulations that are shamelessly insensitive 
to the cultures of their clients. I have seen young chil-
dren isolated from their families for months, sometimes 
years at a time, in order to be given a “good education.” 
I have seen police fail to act on violence against women 
because the women were drunk. I have seen millions of 
dollars wasted on training programs that were purport-
edly designed to serve community needs but that failed 
to reach the people for whom they were formulated. I 
have seen health clinics that were incapable of serving 
rural community needs because they operated according 
to practices common in city hospitals. In one commu-
nity, I was shown the boys’ and girls’ hostels for high 
school children, isolated from each other by the length 
of the town, with the girls’ hostel protected by a barbed- 
wire fence. The administrator who showed me these 
institutions was proud that “we haven’t had an illegit-
imate pregnancy in years” and seemed unaware of the 

Continued
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27Chapter 1 | Understanding action research

 Reflection 1.7: Ernie—Engaging People’s 
Potential (Continued)

potential for enormous damage to family and commu-
nity life inherent in the situation.

 The list goes on and on, reflecting the failure of centrally 
controlled social, educational, health, welfare, and 
community services to adapt and adjust their opera-
tions to the social, cultural, and political realities of 
the specific locations where they operated. I grieve 
for the people who have been damaged in the process, 
including those workers who have become hardened to 
the plight of the client groups they serve.

 I have seen other situations, however, in which admin-
istrators, professional practitioners, and workers 
engaged the energy and potential of the people they 
served to develop highly effective programs and 
services. I have seen women’s groups that provided 
for significant needs within their communities, police 
initiatives that greatly enhanced the peacekeeping 
mission of the department, and health programs that 
greatly reduced the incidence of trachoma. I have also 

seen education and training programs traditionally 
shunned by marginalized groups become so successful 
that they were unable to accommodate the numbers 
of people requesting entry. I have also applauded 
community youth programs that were able to unite 
hostile community factions to diminish the problems 
of young people in their town. I rejoice in them. They 
have in common a developmental process that maxi-
mized the participation of the people they served.

 I have written elsewhere of the success of an independent 
school started by the community in which it operated. It 
stands in stark contrast to another school I visited. The 
principal, hired by an outside agency, proudly related the 
story of the new high school he had set up. With little 
assistance or support, he had organized the renovation of 
the school building, bought the furniture and equipment, 
designed the curriculum, and hired the teachers. “I have 
only one major problem,” he confided. “I can’t get the 
parents to show any interest.”

The force of this type of event is to sensitize us to the need to be consciously 
aware of the nature of relationships in our everyday professional lives. It suggests 
the need to reject styles of interaction that emphasize status and power and to 
move to more consensual modes of operation. It implies the need to develop coop-
erative approaches to work and harmonious relations between and among people 
and to reject the aggressive, impersonal, and manipulative relations characteristic 
of many bureaucratic systems. It emphasizes collegial relationships, rather than 
those based on hierarchy, and leadership roles that help and support people rather 
than direct and control them.

When we seek to organize any set of activities within an organizational or 
community setting, we need to examine the type, nature, and quality of relation-
ships among clients, practitioners, administrators, and other stakeholders. At the 
base of a productive set of relationships is people’s ability to feel that their ideas 
and agendas are acknowledged and that they can make worthwhile contribu-
tions to the common enterprise. This ultimately is at the core of the processes of a 
democratic society.
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 Reflection 1.9: Ernie—Important Mentors

 I am reminded of one of the really fine school prin-
cipals with whom I served. He was, to me, a leader 
in the fullest sense of the word. Knowledgeable and 
skillful, he provided me, a young teacher then, with 
suggestions for ways to improve my teaching that did 
not imply that I was not already a capable teacher, 
suggesting or indicating the areas of weakness in 
my teaching without making me feel put down; he 
enhanced my feelings of competence and worth by 
praising my strengths. He was Dick to us teachers 

much of the time but became Mr. Filmer when the 
occasion warranted our serious attention or in the 
more formal moments of ritualized school activi-
ties. The words gentleman and scholar in their best 
older senses come to my mind. He was a leader of 
stature and capability who still provides me with the 
touchstones by which I evaluate my relationships with 
colleagues, students, and clients. I still cherish the 
memory of the time I spent with Dick Filmer.

 Reflection 1.8: Ernie—Relationships Matter

 A new manager was appointed to supervise the 
work of a group of social workers with whom I was 
acquainted. Having little experience in the work of 
these experienced practitioners, and being ambitious, 
this manager set out to impress her superiors with her 
efficiency and effectiveness. She embarked on projects 
that her staff considered inappropriate and put great 
pressure on them to work in ways that she perceived to 
be efficient. In the process, she tried to have them act 
in ways that were contrary to their previously effective 
work routines and constantly referred to her superior, 
the director, when they disputed her direction.

 Within a short time, work conditions deteriorated 
dramatically. The social workers struggled to maintain 

their operation and, in the process, experienced great 
frustration and stress to the extent that they started 
to experience both physical and emotional problems. 
One staff member took a series of extended leaves, 
another began visits to a psychiatrist, and another 
transferred to a different section, her position being 
filled by a series of temporary workers. Eventually, 
the manager, also under stress, left the agency, and 
the entire section was disbanded.

 This situation is, unfortunately, not an isolated one. 
Practitioners who have worked in organizational or 
institutional settings for any length of time will find 
the scenario all too familiar. Relationships matter.

Including Stakeholders

Participatory process is a foundational principle of action research, but 
a special feature of its practice is to ensure that all stakeholders are included. 
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29Chapter 1 | Understanding action research

Further, the issues about which they are concerned are likewise incorporated into 
the processes of investigation. Where investigation is driven by people in positions 
of power—“representatives,” “leaders,” “supervisors,” “managers,” or “experts”—
the voices of the most powerless groups tend to go unheard, their agendas ignored, 
and their needs unmet. Organizational procedures often operate according to 
administrative priorities and fail to accommodate the social and cultural impera-
tives that dominate people’s lives. Problems proliferate as practitioners struggle to 
cope with escalating crises that result from the failure of programs and services 
to cater to client needs. Moreover, these pressures are sometimes exacerbated by 
political or community demands that “something be done.” All too often, superfi-
cial solutions provide the semblance of immediate action but in effect can actually 
exacerbate the situation.

Action research seeks to enact an approach to inquiry that includes all rele-
vant stakeholders in the process of investigation. It creates contexts that enable 
diverse groups to negotiate their agendas in an atmosphere of mutual trust and 
acceptance and to work toward effective solutions to problems that concern them. 
When we wish to engage in action research processes to resolve issues or prob-
lems in any given situation, we need to ask whose knowledge or experience will 
increase our understanding and our ability to help address specific needs?

A useful way of determining answers to this type of question is to ask, “Who 
affects or is affected by the issues about which we are concerned?” Who, in other 
words, has a stake in this issue in this setting. We might think in terms of the 
primary stakeholders, that is, those whose lives are principally affected (in the 
above case in Reflection 1.3, elderly people in the setting) as well as those directly 
affecting their lives (family, professional service providers, etc.); those responsible 
for managing, funding, or otherwise influencing them directly; or people who 
have no direct presence in the setting but are responsible for directing policies and 
plans related to the situation. We can think of this broad view of stakeholders as 
“thinking inclusively” in action research.

Thinking inclusively involves

 � maximizing the involvement of all relevant individuals,

 � including all groups affected by the issue(s) or problem(s),

 � including all associated issues—social, economic, cultural, political—
rather than focusing on narrow administrative or organizational agendas,

 � seeking cooperation with other groups, agencies, or organizations,

 � ensuring that all participating groups benefit from the activities.
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30 Section I | an Introduction to action research

It is important to note that to think inclusively is to think strategically. By 
including people in decisions about the programs and services that serve them, 
practitioners extend their knowledge base considerably and mobilize the resources 
of the community. Including more people in the process may seem to increase 
the possibilities for complexity and conflict, but it also enables practitioners to 
broaden their focus from one that seeks the immediate resolution of specific prob-
lems to more encompassing perspectives that have the potential to alleviate many 
interconnected problems.

Giving Voice: Honoring Stakeholder Perspectives

Action researchers recognize human diversity as a key source of potential 
solutions to problems generated by economic inequality, health crises, and other 
challenges that remain intractable, often due to narrow ways of seeing the world. 
As we will see throughout the book, action researchers see people’s diversity as a 
strength that can expand our ways of knowing and increase the angles through 
which we can understand and solve our greatest challenges.

In many spheres—health, education, politics, economics, and so on—
research has provided significant bodies of knowledge that have led to improved 
social conditions and individual well- being, as well as the technological wonders 
that are now part of people’s lives. Many significant problems remain, however, 
and governments and social institutions struggle to find solutions to many of the 
issues that threaten the stability of our societies and the well- being of the people 
within them. Issues of poverty, violence, and other social problems continue 
despite sometimes massive funding directed to the solutions to specific issues.

The problem often lies in the inability to resolve the often complex interacting 
issues that are part of any social setting, associated research often identifying only 
immediately visible key issues that need to be addressed. The problem of much 
of the research, however, is that these key issues often vary considerably among 
subsets of the population from which the research sample was drawn, and even 
when partialed out to take account of some of the major differences—socioeco-
nomic, gender, race, ethnicity, and so on—they fail to reveal the diversity that runs 
across each of these factors. Programs based on the research therefore are based 
on identifying “best practices” that take account of “key issues” in the research but 
fail to realize the need to modify and adapt practices, procedures, and programs 
according to the particular needs of the various subsets within the population. 
Centrally devised solutions to major social problems therefore often have a poor 
record of success despite the application of major interventions directed at their 
resolution.
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31Chapter 1 | Understanding action research

Action researchers start from the assumption that people know a great deal 
about their own lives, and in fact have the “capacity to create knowledge and 
generate theory” (McNiff, 2017, p. 2). We agree with McNiff ’s (2017) assertion that

If a main criterion for being a knowledgeable and worthwhile person is the 
capacity to create knowledge and generate theory, then everyone is able to do so. A 
basic condition of being human is that we accept life as meaningful, so we seek to 
understand and understand better; we generate descriptions and explanations for 
these processes as theories of everyday living. (p. 2)

If we can help people share and reflect on their experiences, we can honor and 
make use of the deep expertise that resides in each of us regardless of our back-
grounds. This belief in practical wisdom is closely aligned with the perspectives of 
adult educators and critical theorists such as Miles Horton, Septima Clark, Paolo 
Freire, and Antonio Gramsci (Brookfield, 2013; Charron, 2012; Freire, 2000; 
Gramsci, 2008; Horton, Kohl, & Kohl, 1997; Horton & Freire, 1990; Orlowski, 
2019) who highlight the unique perspectives and experiences that are part of the 
diversity that exists in modern societies (Belenky, Clinchy, Goldberger, & Tarule, 
1997; hooks, 1994). An essential feature of action research is the need to include 
the knowledge embedded in people’s lives as an integral part of the research 
process rather than focusing solely on the theoretical or administrative texts that 
organize the narratives of academic or bureaucratic agencies and organizations.

Working Developmentally

Action research acknowledges implicitly that providing effective services 
to marginalized or troubled people is not merely a technical issue but one that 
needs to more holistically accommodate the deeply felt human characteristics 
and qualities that comprise people’s daily lives. The inclusive nature of action 
research therefore requires research facilitators to engage approaches to research 
that are culturally and emotionally safe and provide all participants with feelings 
of competence and ownership that instill energy into their work (Ortiz Aragón 
& Glenzer, 2017). In these circumstances, evaluations need to take into account 
these types of quality that are likely to have a significant impact on the outcomes 
of a project. Tony Kelly and Russell Gluck (1979) proposed that programs be eval-
uated not only according to their technical or functional worth but also according 
to their impact on people’s social and emotional lives. Their evaluative criteria 
investigate the effects of our research activities on the following:

 � Pride: people’s feelings of self- worth

 � Dignity: people’s feelings of autonomy, independence, and competence
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32 Section I | an Introduction to action research

 � Identity: people’s affirmation of social identities (e.g., woman, worker, 
Hispanic)

 � Control: people’s feelings of control over resources, decisions, actions, 
events, and activities

 � Responsibility: people’s ability to be accountable for their own actions

 � Unity: the solidarity of groups of which people are members

 � Place: places where people feel at ease

 � Location: people’s attachment to locales to which they have important 
historical, cultural, or social ties

These concepts echo features described by Egon Guba and Yvonna Lincoln 
(1989) in their book Fourth Generation Evaluation. Their hermeneutic dialectic 
process, or meaning- making dialogue, requires interactions that respect people’s 
dignity, integrity, and privacy through

 � full participatory involvement,

 � political parity of those involved,

 � consensual, informed, sophisticated joint construction,

 � conceptual parity,

 � refusal to treat individuals as subjects or objects of study.

The assumptions delineated earlier dramatically change the role of the person 
traditionally called “the researcher.” In past eras the primary aim of researchers 
was to be as unobtrusive as possible in order to not influence the outcomes of their 
investigations. Action research, however, requires practitioners to actively partici-
pate in the research process, not as an expert who does research on people but as a 
resource person who does research with people.

A group of community workers characterized their community- based work in 
this way (Kickett, McCauley, & Stringer, 1987, p. 5):

 � You are there as a catalyst.

 � Your role is not to impose but to stimulate people to change. This is done by 
addressing issues that concern them now.

 � The essence of the work is process—the way things are done—rather than 
the result achieved.
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33Chapter 1 | Understanding action research

 Reflection 1.10: Ernie—Insulting Consultation

 I have been present at many meetings at which 
“representatives” have been asked to provide informa-
tion intended as the basis for significant changes to 
community life. In one instance, I attended a commu-
nity consultation meeting with senior politicians and 
government bureaucrats who wished to gain input 
on government policy initiatives. It was held at a 
time when most people in that town were unavail-
able, so two vocal young women with little standing 
in the community became the focus of the consulta-
tive process. The only other participants were retired 
people who were given little information about the 
nature of the processes in which they were involved 

and appeared to be puzzled by the discussions that 
took place.

 The politicians and bureaucrats who flew into town 
about noon flew out less than 3 hours later, appar-
ently happy with their “community consultation.” I 
have little doubt that any action that resulted from 
that visit was not well received by people in the 
community. They almost certainly would have been 
insulted by the paucity of the consultation process and 
would have perceived any actions as the imposition of 
outside authority on their lives.

 � The key is to enable people to develop their own analysis of their issues.

 � Start where people are, not where someone else thinks they are or ought 
to be.

 � Help people analyze their situation, consider findings, plan how to keep 
what they want, and change what they do not like.

 � Enable people to examine several courses of action and the probable 
results or consequences of each option.

 � After a plan has been selected, it is the worker’s role to assist in 
implementing the plan by raising issues and possible weaknesses and by 
helping to locate resources.

 � The worker is not an advocate for the group for which they work.

 � The worker does not focus only on solutions to problems but on human 
development. The responsibility for a project’s success lies with the people.

This bottom- up or grassroots orientation uses stakeholding groups as the 
primary focus of attention and the source of decision making. It is an approach 
that requires research facilitators to work in close collaboration with stakeholders 
and to formulate “flat” organizational structures that put decision- making power 
in stakeholders’ hands.
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34 Section I | an Introduction to action research

In many situations, people tend to react negatively to authoritarian processes. 
Having been subject to the well- intentioned but often misguided attentions of people 
in official positions, they protect themselves in the only ways available to them. Thus, 
when outside authority is imposed on their lives, they often respond with

 � aggression, directed at those who are perceived as controlling their lives;

 � apathy, which sucks away their vitality and leaves them with feelings of 
hopelessness or helplessness;

 � avoidance, which isolates them from the source of authoritarian control.

The implicit assumption in these ideas is that procedural matters that directly 
affect the quality of people’s lives need to be taken into account, not only for human-
itarian or ethical reasons but also for underlying pragmatic purposes. As Guba and 
Lincoln (1989) put it so succinctly, attention to these properties is likely to “unleash 
energy, stimulate creativity, instill pride, build commitment, prompt the taking of 
responsibility, and evoke a sense of investment and ownership” (p. 227).

The developmental nature of action research has an associated set of proto-
cols that are particularly useful to research participants, assisting them to under-
stand more fully important features of development practice. These are articulated 
clearly in Chapter 8, in which practical and informative frameworks that guide 
their practice are presented, as they face the personal challenges inherent in their 
work, as well as the sensitive and demanding issues required to negotiate path-
ways between the multiple personalities and social agendas associated with group 
and organizational work in any context. As will later become evident, the develop-
mental nature of action research requires researchers to acquire a set of skills not 
normally associated with more traditional approaches to research—some even 
say action researchers wear 500 hats (Brydon- Miller & Ortiz Aragón, 2018)! The 
imperatives noted in the issues presented above signal the need for practices that 
take into account the very human nature of our endeavors and provide the means 
to achieve effective outcomes that make a real difference in people’s lives.

Communicating Effectively

Action research requires all participants to engage in communication that 
facilitates the development of harmonious relationships and the effective attain-
ment of group or organizational objectives. German scholar Jurgen Habermas 
(1979) suggests that positive change originates from communicative action that 
provides people with the capacity to work productively with each other. His 
formulation of the “ideal speech situation” suggests four fundamental conditions 
for communication to be effective:
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35Chapter 1 | Understanding action research

 � Understanding: The receiver can understand what is being communicated.

 � Truth: The information is accurate and is not a fabrication.

 � Sincerity: The communicator is sincere in their attempts to communicate 
and has no hidden agendas.

 � Appropriateness: The manner, style, and form of communication are 
appropriate to the people, setting, and activity.

Institutional and bureaucratic arenas, because of the nature of their organi-
zation and operation, provide many examples in which these conditions are not 
met. Understanding, for instance, is often inhibited by the use of jargon, complex 
language, or esoteric subject matter. Professional workers sometimes use technical 
language that clients either cannot understand or cannot relate to their experience. 
Academics frequently speak in an idiom that mystifies practitioners and laypersons 
alike. In these instances, understanding is limited, and communication is faulty.

Manipulation through the use of distorted information or failure to make 
covert agendas explicit is so common that it is often accepted as an unfortunate 
but necessary part of social, organizational, and political life. Damage to commu-
nicative action through untruthfulness, however, often leads to more general 
problems. When people have been tricked or duped, they are frequently unable to 
continue to work harmoniously with those they feel have cheated them, and the 
chances of productive and effective work taking place are diminished accordingly.

Effective communication in action research is achieved when one

 � listens attentively to people,

 � accepts and acts on what they say,

 � can be understood by everyone,

 � is truthful and sincere,

 � acts in socially and culturally appropriate ways,

 � regularly advises others about what is happening.

Key concepts: attentiveness, acceptance, understanding, truth, sincerity, 
appropriateness, openness

In many situations, communication is jeopardized when people feel that 
the manner or style of communication is inappropriate or that the person 
involved is not the appropriate person. When a person from the majority 
culture speaks for the interests of a minority group in the absence of an 
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 Reflection 1.11: Ernie—Who Will Represent 
Us?

 I once argued with one of my female colleagues about 
the need for members of minority groups to speak 
for themselves in public forums and to be in control 
of their own affairs. I was unable to make my point 
clearly until I asked the question, “Would it be right 

for a man to act as head of the National Organization 
for Women?” with the implication that a man could 
control the affairs of that organization, represent the 
interests of women, and present papers on women’s 
needs at conferences. She saw the point immediately.

appropriate spokesperson, when an administrator makes decisions about a 
program or service without consulting their staff, and when academic experts 
with little field experience are responsible for professional training, effective 
 communication is difficult to achieve.

Apart from these basic conditions of communication, however, the manner, 
style, and organization of communicative activity provide many cues and messages 
that can have significant impacts on people’s feelings of well- being and their orien-
tation to activities and agendas. When people feel acknowledged, accepted, heard, 
and treated with respect, their feelings of worth are enhanced, and the possibility 
that they will contribute actively to the work of the group is maximized. Commu-
nication is key to the effective operation of any process of inquiry, providing the 
means to ensure that people are fully informed of events and activities and have all 
the information they need to accomplish their work together.

Emergent Research Processes

Much research is based on carefully articulated procedures that prescrip-
tively define the terms of the research and stipulate the steps to be taken at 
each stage of the research process. Research questions are stipulated with 
precision, the variables to be incorporated are named and their relationships 
carefully defined, and steps toward a solution to the problem inherent in the 
research questions articulated. All this is based on the assumption of the fixed 
and invariant processes that are the hallmark of much of the modern under-
standing of the physical universe.

The social universe, however, is comprised of much more complex and 
sometimes chaotic dynamics that are continually constructed and recon-
structed within the many contexts of the social world. Another way of saying 
this is that action research practice is intimately bound up in people’s lives and 
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work (Reason, 2006, p. 189) and actual change emerges from the interplay of 
the desires, intentions, and actions of all the people in a given social setting 
(Ortiz Aragón, 2012, p. 40; Stacey, 2007, p. 303). To provide fixed definitions of 
the features and dynamics of any social context flies in the face of the realities 
of social life!

Action research, we suggest, is more realistic about what we can know in 
advance of a real- life situation. It works on the assumption that the first task of 
a process is to investigate the nature of the problem as experienced by people 
in a particular social setting and the personal, social, and cultural dynamics 
that make up the reality of everyday life in that context. These and other factors 
will provide information that will guide the ongoing direction to be pursued 
by research participants—the research process emerging from the knowl-
edge gained in the continuing cycles of investigation. We use the knowledge 
that we generate along the way to change directions in ways that accommo-
date the actual lived experience of the people in the setting. This doesn’t mean 
that planning isn’t important or that it isn’t a good idea to have vision and 
think forward. Rather, we wish to highlight that real- life contexts rarely fit the 
way our plans are laid out, because we can’t actually control all the actors and 
factors involved. Just as the map is not the territory, the plan does not represent 
or control reality. Action researchers are more concerned with following leads, 
learning along the way, and adapting their actions to find practical solutions 
to important challenges. Action research design, therefore, must be flexible 
and allow for the possibility that questions and purposes may change as new 
knowledge and situations emerge (Reason, 2006, p. 197). This requires meth-
odology that is designed emergently along the way rather than predesigned 
linear algorithms with “hard and fast methods” (Reason, 2006, p. 197, cited 
in Ortiz Aragón, 2012). Action research, after all, is more about openness and 
criticality than certainty and closure! (McNiff, 2014, p. 1).

The Practitioner Researcher—A New Way of 
Working

We conclude the chapter with some thoughts on the implications of these key action 
research ideas on the roles of academic or professional practitioners, which neces-
sarily become more facilitative and less directive. Research is often assumed to be 
the province of academic or professional practitioners with specialized training that 
qualifies them to engage in the functions associated with a commonly accepted defi-
nition of the term “research.” This aligns with common perceptions that professionals 
have levels of expertise in fields associated with their roles that provide the technical 
capacities to operate the services and programs in which they are employed. Clients 
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 Reflection 1.12: Ernie—Accommodating 
Diversity

 In Australia, the federal government in recent years 
determined that welfare services in rural and remote 
locations could more efficiently be served through 
telephone conversations between agency staff and 
their clients. Many clients in these settings are Aborig-
inal, have limited understanding of English, the only 

language employed by the agency, and in consequence 
are unable to communicate effectively. The end result 
has been that many have had badly needed services 
denied to them and some communities have experi-
enced increased levels of poverty as a result.

exist in a relationship in which the professional- as- expert provides a diagnosis and 
treatment of problems and issues experienced by a client/student/customer. Treat-
ments, care plans, learning activities, and so on often are determined within a set 
of procedures or practices prescribed by the organization, agency, school, clinic, or 
business. The assumption in these circumstances is that experts are in a better posi-
tion to devise interventions or other activities than their clients.

This is unproblematic in many cases—well- trained and experienced profes-
sionals providing services that resolve issues and provide people with services 
that maintain their continued well- being. We all enjoy the services of schools and 
teachers that enable students to enjoy their education and progress scholastically; 
doctors and nurses that heal our wounds and combat illness; police who maintain 
peace in our towns and neighborhoods; and so on.

There are circumstances, however, when this common mode of operation 
does not achieve the outcomes required of the service, something that is often 
especially noticeable in contexts where cultural, racial, gender, socioeconomic 
diversity exists. Many of these circumstances are notable for the continuing failure 
of programs and services to achieve outcomes that are required to maintain the 
health and well- being of these populations. Professional practitioners and the 
agencies and organization in which they work have limited understanding of the 
social and cultural realities of the people they serve and continue to implement 
ineffective practices. In many such contexts, the planned operations often prove 
ineffective and, in some cases, are quite damaging.

In order to develop effective programs and services, therefore, or seek to 
solve problems that threaten the efficacy of services for which they are respon-
sible, practitioners need to take into account the impacts of those develop-
ments and solutions on the lives of the people they serve. These are not merely 
technical issues, however, since the impact of the obdurate decisions of an 
unfeeling bureaucracy is deeply felt by the people concerned. For many years, 
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marginalized people in sometimes dire circumstances have indicated the need 
to modify and adapt programs and services to take into account the social and 
cultural realities of the contexts in which they live. For some decades, Aborig-
inal people in Australia have through their own organizations and agencies 
requested governments to consult with them more effectively to overcome the 
rather dismal statistics that continue to haunt the nation (First Nations National 
Constitution Convention: Uluru Statement From the Heart, 2017).

Professional practitioners are currently becoming more aware of the limita-
tions of their expertise, however, and there is an increasing tendency to engage 
clients, patients, consumers, and students in decision- making processes. We 
have also become more sensitive to the view that an army of experts is unlikely 
to be able to meet people’s needs if the people themselves remain merely passive 
recipients of services. As practitioners in many fields now realize, unless people 
come to understand procedures and practices by participating in their devel-
opment, any program or service is likely to have limited effects on their lives. 
Patients who fail to maintain appropriate health practices, passive and disinter-
ested students, recalcitrant welfare recipients, disorderly youth, and families in 
crisis will often not respond to the authoritative dictates of the “experts” whose 
task it is to “solve” their problems.

With action research, knowledge acquisition or production proceeds as a 
collective process, engaging people who have previously been the “subjects” of 
research in the process of defining and redefining the corpus of understanding 
on which their community or organizational life is based. As they collectively 
investigate their own situation, stakeholders build a consensual vision of their 
life- world. Action research results not only in a collective vision but also in a 
sense of community that operates at social, cultural, political, and emotional 
levels.

Action research is a collaborative approach to inquiry that seeks to build 
positive working relationships and productive communicative styles. Its intent 
is to provide a climate that enables disparate groups of people to work harmoni-
ously and productively to achieve a set of goals. It links groups that potentially 
are in conflict so that they may attain viable, sustainable, and effective solu-
tions to problems that affect their work or community lives through dialogue 
and negotiation. To think and act this way, however, requires us to challenge 
existing dichotomies such as expert and nonexpert, academic/practitioner, and 
researcher/researched; to get all people involved and for primary stakeholders 
to work in participatory relationships with those who have previously been 
designated the “experts.” In other words, we negotiate relationships over time 
in which we come to see each other as co- participants taking action to improve 
situations and learn together.
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Action research therefore changes the social, organizational, and personal 
dynamics of the research so that all who participate not only have significant 
inputs into the processes of research, but also benefit from its outcomes.

Reflection and Learning Activities

Reflection

1. Which of the ideas presented in this chapter did you particularly like, 
find relevant, or even find puzzling?

2. How were these ideas different from what you already knew about 
research before reading the chapter? Note these for further discussion.

3. The accounts presented in the “Who Does Action Research, and 
Why Do They Do It? “Stories From the Field” section provided a few 
simple examples of action research projects. Comment on aspects 
of these stories that appealed to you. Comment on aspects that you 
found puzzling or that seemed to contradict your own experience or 
perspective of research.

4. Action research differs in significant ways from standard approaches to 
research. From your current understanding, how does action research 
differ from other approaches to research?

5. Does the Look–Think–Act routine seem relevant to your personal, 
professional, or organizational reality? Does it resemble anything you 
currently do?

Action

1. Reflect on the above questions individually, taking notes as you go that 
speak to the issues presented.

2. With a small group of classmates, colleagues, or friends, discuss 
these issues and present your perspective on them. You might form a 
“learning circle” that continues to work together. If you have difficulties 
or limited time to meet with others, set up an online chat group with 
Messenger or WhatsApp (see Chapter 9), with the group deciding 
what issues you would like to discuss and a schedule for contributing. 
If you’re in class, you might ask the instructor to allocate time for 
this process.
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CHAPTER REVIEW

 � Action research is an action- oriented, 
participatory, and reflective approach 
to investigation that enables people to 
find effective solutions to problems they 
confront in their professional practice and 
their everyday lives.

 � A basic action research routine includes 
three major steps:

 � LOOK: Gathering and generating 
information (data)

 � THINK: Analyzing and interpreting the 
data

 � ACT: Taking action based on that 
analysis

 � The outcomes of research are practical 
solutions to the problems on which the 
research was focused.

 � Action research is relevant to people’s 
experience in agencies, organizations, 
institutions, families, or the 
community—schools, clinics, government 
agencies, businesses, churches, clubs, and 
so on.

 � Three central principles provide the 
philosophical foundations for action 
research:

 � Learning From Action: People engaged 
in action research take an attitude of 
inquiry to learn from actions emerging 
from their inquiries.

 � Acting Informed by Learning: 
Continuous reflection provides the 
means to develop deep- seated insights 
and understanding that better inform 
actions.

 � Action research requires the 
collaborative participation of all 
stakeholders—those affected by or 
affecting the issues under consideration.

 � In doing so, they enact the principles of 
practice:

 � Establishing and maintaining positive 
relationships with all stakeholders

 � Participatory processes that include all 
stakeholders

 � A central focus on the experiences 
and perspectives of key 
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3. What questions and issues emerge from these discussions that you would 
like to learn more about? Note them down to see whether they emerge in 
the coming chapters.

4. In Chapter 3, we will ask you to engage a “cultural setting”—a place 
where you can engage in a small action research study. It might be your 
place of work, a local organization or club, a local café, or other public 
venue. Start thinking about where you might do your small study, and 
visit it if necessary. You might tell people there what you will be doing as 
a course assignment.
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stakeholders—those subject to the 
problems and issues on which the 
research is focused

 � Working developmentally to 
accommodate the needs of the diverse 
participants and build their capacity to 
engage in research processes

 � Communicating effectively to ensure 
all stakeholders are fully informed of 
ideas, actions, and events emerging 
from the research

 � Emergent processes in which details 
of direction and procedure evolve 
continuously rather than being 
determined in advance

 � Action research is organized according 
to facilitative processes that sometimes 
are at odds with the directive practices 
common in many agencies and 
organizations.

 � Researching practitioners need to negotiate 
new ways of working that acknowledge 
the wisdom often inherent in people’s 
everyday lives.

 � The ultimate end of action research is to 
engage equitable processes to achieve 
social justice and enhanced well- being 
for key stakeholders.
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